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ENSURING 
COMPLIANCE

NORSOK
ISO

ASTM

TOTAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Nothing is more 
important to 
your success 
than seamless 
collaboration and 
communication. 

You must have a grasp on every person, every project and every 
single asset you own. Each needs to be documented and stored 
for reference and review. Enter TAM (Total Asset Management), 
software exclusively from TruQC and Carboline.
TAM is industry changing software that offers real-time reporting eliminating the need for time consuming 
paperwork. TAM helps create a centralized database, telling the full life story of each and every asset. TAM 
solves the documentation and management issues that owners face with one simple, integrated solution.

ELIMINATE 
PAPERWORK

Electronic reporting

Email documents

REAL-TIME DATA

Everyone sees 
current information

Data automatically 
syncs

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Track assets throughout 
life-cycle

Centralized  
database 

INCREASE EFFICIENCIES

Wireless gauges reduce 
data entry

Carboline barcode 
scanning



TAM answers the needs of customers looking for a way to save 
time and keep the job site running smoothly. TAM combines 
daily workflow documentation with the ability to manage each 
and every asset at a facility. 

USER-FRIENDLY NAVIGATION

Admin

Intuitive left side 
navigation changes based 

on icon selection

Data is automatically 
saved and synced to 

server



REPORTING

Reporting
Quality control

Safety

Asset tracking by  
report, job, employee

Asset summaries

Daily inspection

Time and materials

Maintenance 

Custom reports  
also available

TAM’s automated features were designed to streamline the 
reporting process. The reports cut back on manual data-entry 
with bluetooth gauges and barcode scanning technology. 
Reports can be seen in real-time as they are being completed, 
making it easy to monitor status and ensure completion.

With TAM’s unique barcode scanning 
technology, customers can retrieve key 

batch information by scanning a Carboline 
product. The information imported includes 

product and batch data.

TAM generates 
formatted reports that 

can be emailed or 
printed directly from 

the app

Bluetooth enabled 
gauge takes readings 
and populates fields 

wirelessly



PEOPLE

People
Time sheets 

Expense reports

Employee profiles

Toolbox Talk: training 
and safety guidelines

Permission based access, gives employees and vendors access to 
only the assets and reports that pertain to them. This simplifies 
documentation and ensures data security. Managing teams has 
never been easier.

Employees signature 
indicates Toolbox Talk 
has been completed

Simplify expense reports 
by using the iPad camera 

to attach receipts

Employees can be 
changed from active to 
inactive depending on 

employment status



PROJECTS

Projects
Asset receiving

Work order

Document library

Incident: take pictures, record 
statements and signatures of 

involved parties

Daily Inspection Report: make 
notes, upload blueprints, specs and 

project photos from work-site

Create punch list items 
and tie to documents

Annotate directly 
on documents

Carboline product data sheets (PDS) 
and safety data sheets (SDS) are 
automatically imported for easy  

up-to-date information

Take pictures directly in TAM 
with the built-in camera, or 

pull from photo library

TAM makes project management seamless by storing all 
necessary reports and project information in one easy to access 
location. Employees, assets, and  documents can be associated 
with each job creating a complete history from start to finish.



ASSETS

Assets
Asset administration

Track maintenance 
records

Assign assets to specific 
employees

Asset organization Associate employees 
to specific jobsKeep track of the 

maintenance  
records on assets: 
equipment, trucks, 
buildings, phones, 

tanks, etc

Ability to filter by category, asset 
type, group, area, organization, 

facility, all at the touch of a button

TAM gives owners the ability to manage all aspects of a facility 
including people, projects and assets right at your fingertips, 
this is a total asset management solution. 
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